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The AASM published a clinical practice guideline to make important updates to the recommendations in the 2007 Practice Parameters regarding the treatment of intrinsic circadian rhythm sleep-wake disorders (CRSWDs). These updates are based on new evidence published after 2007 for the treatment of CRSWDs, particularly in specific sub-populations including the elderly and children with and without comorbid psychiatric conditions. The clinical practice guideline is an essential update to the practice parameter document:
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The expanding science of circadian rhythm biology and a growing literature in human clinical research on circadian rhythm sleep disorders (CRSDs) prompted the American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) to convene a task force of experts to write a review of this important topic. Due to the extensive nature of the disorders covered, the review was written in two sections. The first review paper, in addition to providing a general introduction to circadian biology, addresses “exogenous” circadian rhythm sleep disorders, including shift work disorder (SWD) and jet lag disorder (JLD). The second review paper addresses the “endogenous” circadian rhythm sleep disorders, including advanced sleep phase disorder (ASPD), delayed sleep phase disorder (DSPD), irregular sleep-wake rhythm (ISWR), and the non-24-hour sleep-wake syndrome (nonentrained type) or free-running disorder (FRD). These practice parameters were developed by the Standards of Practice Committee and reviewed and approved by the Board of Directors of the AASM to present recommendations for the assessment and treatment of CRSDs based on the two accompanying comprehensive reviews. The main diagnostic tools considered include sleep logs, actigraphy, the Morningness-Eveningness Questionnaire (MEQ), circadian phase markers, and polysomnography. Use of a sleep log or diary is indicated in the assessment of patients with a suspected circadian rhythm sleep disorder (Guideline). Actigraphy is indicated to assist in evaluation of patients suspected of circadian rhythm disorders of recommendation varies from “Option” to “Guideline,” depending on the suspected CRSD. Polysomnography is not routinely indicated for the diagnosis of CRSDs, but may be indicated to rule out another primary sleep disorder (Standard). There is insufficient evidence to justify the use of MEQ for the routine clinical evaluation of CRSDs (Option). Circadian phase markers are useful to determine circadian phase and confirm the diagnosis of FRD in sighted and unsighted patients but there is insufficient evidence to recommend their routine use in the diagnosis of SWD, JLD, ASPD, DSPD, or ISWR (Option). Additionally, actigraphy is useful as an outcome measure in evaluating the response to treatment for CRSDs (Guideline). A range of therapeutic interventions were considered including planned sleep schedules, timed light exposure, timed melatonin doses, hypnotics, stimulants, and alerting agents. Planned or prescribed sleep schedules are indicated in SWD (Standard) and in JLD, DSPD, ASPD, ISWR (excluding elderly-demented/nursing home residents), and FRD (Option). Specifically dosed and timed light exposure is indicated for each of the circadian disorders with variable success (Option). Timed melatonin administration is indicated for JLD (Standard); SWD, DSPD, and FRD in unsighted persons (Guideline); and for ASPD, FRD in sighted individuals, and for ISWR in children with moderate to severe psychomotor retardation (Option). Hypnotic medications may be indicated to promote or improve daytime sleep among night shift workers (Guideline) and to treat jet lag induced insomnia (Option). Stimulants may be indicated to improve alertness in JLD and SWD (Option) but may have risks that must be weighed prior to use. Modafinil may be indicated to improve alertness during the night shift for patients with SWD (Guideline).
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

THIS PRACTICE PARAMETER PAPER IS WRITTEN AS A COMPANION ARTICLE TO THE TWO ACCOMPANYING REVIEW ARTICLES ON CIRCADIAN RHYTHM SLEEP DISORDERS (CRSDs) authored by a task force of experts convened by the American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM). The companion review papers summarize the peer-reviewed scientific literature published through October 2006. The authors of the review papers evaluated the evidence presented by the reviewed studies according to the Oxford System for Evidence-Based Medicine. The Evidence-Based Medicine System for Evidence-Based Medicine® http://www.cebm.net/index.aspx?o=1025. Using this infor-
mation and a system described by Eddy (i.e., Standard, Guideline, or Option), the Standards of Practice Committee (SPC) and Board of Directors of the AASM determined levels of treatment recommendation presented in the practice parameters below. The purpose of the present document is to provide evidence-based recommendations for the assessment and treatment of CRSDs.

Due to the large volume of relevant literature, the review was divided into two papers. One discussed shift work disorder (SWD) and jet lag disorder (JLD), both of which are thought to be related to exogenously determined alterations in the timing of sleep and wakefulness rather than disturbances of the endogenous circadian system itself. A second paper discussed circadian rhythm sleep disorders that are considered to result from a primary endogenous cause, including advanced sleep phase disorder (ASPD), delayed sleep phase disorder (DSPD), free-running disorder (FRD), and irregular sleep-wake rhythm disorder (ISWR). The categorization of CRSDs in the two review papers and this practice parameter paper follows the classification provided by the International Classification of Sleep Disorders, 2nd edition (ICSD-2), with some simplification of terminology. We acknowledge that while the disorders are classified as endogenous or exogenous, the physiologic underpinnings of each disorder are not so surgically separated. In reality, combinations of endogenous and exogenous factors lead to the manifestations of each disorder.

Based upon the accompanying review papers and systematic grading of this evidence, members of the SPC developed these practice parameters as a guide to the appropriate assessment and treatment of CRSDs. The task force did not intensively review the role of actigraphy in the diagnosis of CRSDs since a recently published updated practice parameter paper addresses the use of actigraphy. To provide a succinct yet comprehensive parameter paper, key recommendations from the recently published actigraphy parameter paper regarding the use of actigraphy in CRSDs are repeated here. In addition, where appropriate, recommendations regarding the use of light therapy in the treatment of CRSDs are presented here as an update of the prior practice parameter paper on the use of light therapy.

### 2.0 METHODS

The SPC of the AASM commissioned content experts in circadian rhythm sleep disorders in 2005 to review and grade evidence in the peer-reviewed scientific literature regarding the assessment and treatment of circadian rhythm disorders. An extensive review designed to find relevant published evidence retrieved 2084 articles, and is described in detail in the review paper. Abstracts of these articles were reviewed by task force members to determine if they met inclusion criteria. Initial data extraction, preliminary evidence grading in accordance with the standards in Table 1, and initial data entry into evidence tables were performed by professionals contracted by the SPC to expedite the review process. All evidence table entries were reviewed by at least one other task force member. Thus, all evidence grading was performed by independent review of the article by a minimum of two experts—one, a professional experienced in the evidence review process, and the other a content expert. Areas of disagreement were addressed, and if needed, the chair of the task force arbitrated the final decision on evidence level. Final summaries of information from included articles are listed in an evidence table available at http://www.aasmnet.org.

On the basis of these reviews and noted references, the Standards of Practice Committee of the American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM), in conjunction with specialists and other interested parties, developed the recommendations included in this practice parameters paper related to the evaluation and therapy of CRSDs.

In most cases, the strength of the recommendation is based on evidence from studies published in peer-reviewed journals that were evaluated as noted in the evidence table of the companion review papers. However, when scientific data were absent, insufficient, or inconclusive, the recommendations are based upon consensus after review and discussion by the SPC. Those recommendations for which consensus formed the main basis for the recommendation are specifically indicated.

The Board of Directors of the AASM approved these recommendations. All authors of the accompanying review paper, members of Standards of Practice Committee, and the AASM Board of Directors completed detailed conflict-of-interest statements.

These practice parameters define principles of practice that should meet the needs of most patients in most situations. These guidelines should not, however, be considered inclusive of all proper methods of care or exclusive of other methods of care reasonably expected to obtain the same results. The ultimate judgment regarding appropriateness of any specific therapy must be made by the clinician and patient, in light of the individual circumstances presented by the patient, available diagnostic tools, accessible treatment options, resources available, and other relevant factors.

The AASM expects these guidelines to have a positive impact on professional behavior, patient outcomes, and possibly, health care costs. These practice parameters reflect the state of knowledge at the time of development and will be reviewed, updated, and revised
as new information becomes available. Each article entered in the evidence tables of the companion review paper was evaluated using the Standards of Practice Committee’s levels of evidence (Table 1). This evidence is used to support the strength of the recommendations (Table 2) in this paper. Square-bracketed numbers in this paper refer to sections, tables, or references in the accompanying review papers. Other citations, noted by superscripted numbers, refer to the reference list at the end of this paper.

### 3.0 RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations reflect the evidence regarding the diagnosis and treatment of CRSDs in clinical practice obtained from the two accompanying reviews. For brevity, the findings and recommendations are summarized in Table 3. Specific details are reviewed in the practice parameters below.

#### 3.1 General Recommendations for Evaluation of Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorders

#### 3.1.1 Use of a sleep log or diary is indicated in the assessment of patients with a suspected CRSD. (Guideline)

This recommendation was determined by inclusion of the use of sleep logs in the International Classification of Sleep Disorders, 2nd Edition (ICSD-2) diagnostic criteria for all CRSDs except jet lag. This recommendation was additionally supported by consensus opinion of the AASM SPC committee.

#### 3.1.2 Actigraphy is indicated to assist in evaluation of patients suspected of CRSDs, including irregular sleep-wake disorder (ISWR), free-running disorder (FRD) with or without blindness, (Option), and in advanced sleep phase disorder (ASPD), delayed sleep phase disorder (DSPD), and shift work disorder (SWD). (Guideline)

This recommendation reiterates the recently updated practice parameter paper on the use of actigraphy. Here, we indicate specific disorders. There is generally good agreement among studies showing that actigraphy data correlate with polysomnography (when used), sleep logs, and markers of circadian phase in patients with circadian rhythm sleep disorders, with the conditions indicated.

#### 3.1.3 Actigraphy is useful as an outcome measure in evaluating the response to treatment for CRSDs. (Guideline)

This recommendation is unchanged from the recently updated practice parameter paper on the use of actigraphy. This prior practice parameter paper and accompanying review provided evidence that changes in actigraphy measures are in agreement with other outcome measures in the assessment of response to intervention in patients with CRSDs.

#### 3.1.4 There is insufficient evidence to recommend the routine use of the Morningness-Eveningness Questionnaire (MEQ) for the clinical evaluation of CRSDs. (Option)

Information regarding evidence for utility of MEQ in specific CRSDs is discussed under the disorder headings in the section below.

#### 3.1.5 Circadian phase markers are useful to determine circadian phase and confirm the diagnosis of FRD in sighted and unsighted patients but there is insufficient evidence to recommend their routine use in the diagnosis of SWD, JLD, ASPD, DSPD, or ISWR. (Option)

Information regarding evidence for specific CRSDs is discussed under the disorder headings in the section below.

#### 3.1.6 Polysomnography is indicated to rule out another primary sleep disorder in patients with symptoms suggestive of both a CRSD and another primary sleep disorder, but is not routinely indicated for the diagnosis of CRSDs. (Standard)

This recommendation reiterates the recently updated practice parameter paper on the indications for polysomnography and related procedures. Polysomnography may be indicated when considering a diagnosis of a CRSD to exclude other potential causes for sleep related complaints. For example, shift workers with hypersomnia may have both suspected obstructive sleep apnea and clinical characteristics consistent with shift work disorder. In this event, PSG is indicated to evaluate and establish appropriate therapy for OSA.

#### 3.2 Recommendations for Evaluation and Treatments of Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorders

#### 3.2.1 Shift Work Disorder

Shift work refers to non-standard work schedules, including permanent or intermittent night work, early morning work, and rotating schedules. An estimated 20% of U.S. workers are involved in some form of shift work. The percentage of workers who meet criteria for the diagnosis of shift work disorder (SWD) (i.e., development of sleep disturbances and impairment of waking alertness and performance) is unclear, and there appear to be individual differences in susceptibility to SWD (phase tolerance).
Table 3—Summary of Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Tools</th>
<th>Shift Work Disorder</th>
<th>Jet Lag Disorder</th>
<th>Advanced Sleep Phase Disorder</th>
<th>Delayed Sleep Phase Disorder</th>
<th>Free Running Disorder</th>
<th>Irregular Sleep-Wake Rhythm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Morningness-Eveningness Questionnaire (MEQ)</td>
<td>Insufficient evidence to recommend (Option)</td>
<td>Insufficient evidence to recommend (Option)</td>
<td>Insufficient evidence to recommend (Option)</td>
<td>Insufficient evidence to recommend (Option)</td>
<td>Insufficient evidence to recommend (Option)</td>
<td>Insufficient evidence to recommend (Option)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circadian phase markers</td>
<td>Insufficient evidence to recommend (Option)</td>
<td>Insufficient evidence to recommend (Option)</td>
<td>Insufficient evidence to recommend (Option)</td>
<td>Insufficient evidence to recommend (Option)</td>
<td>Indicated (Option)</td>
<td>Insufficient evidence to recommend (Option)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actigraphy for diagnosis</td>
<td>Indicated (Option)</td>
<td>Not routinely indicated (Option)</td>
<td>Indicated (Guideline)</td>
<td>Indicated (Guideline)</td>
<td>Indicated (Option)</td>
<td>Indicated (Option)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actigraphy for response to therapy</td>
<td>Indicated (Guideline)</td>
<td>Indicated (Guideline)</td>
<td>Indicated (Guideline)</td>
<td>Indicated (Guideline)</td>
<td>Indicated (Guideline)</td>
<td>Indicated (Guideline)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep log or diary</td>
<td>Indicated (Guideline)</td>
<td>Indicated (Guideline)</td>
<td>Indicated (Guideline)</td>
<td>Indicated (Guideline)</td>
<td>Indicated (Guideline)</td>
<td>Indicated (Guideline)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Therapy**

| Planned Sleep Schedules       | Indicated (Standard) | Indicated (Option) | Indicated (Option) | Indicated (Option) | Indicated (Option) | Mixed modality indicated (Option/Guideline)* |
| Timed Light Exposure          | Indicated (Guideline) | Indicated (Option) | Indicated (Option) | Indicated (Guideline) | Indicated (Option) | Indicated (Option) |
| Timed Melatonin Administration| Indicated (Guideline) | Indicated (Standard) | Indicated (Option) | Indicated (Guideline) | Indicated (Sighted (Option) | Indicated (Unsighted (Guideline) |
| Hypnotics                     | Indicated (Guideline) | Indicated (Option) | - | Not Recommended (Option) | - | - |
| Stimulants                    | Indicated Caff (Option) | Indicated (Option) | - | - | - | - |
| Alerting Agents⁹              | Indicated (Guideline) | - | - | - | - | - |

* Mixed modality therapy may be effective in elderly-demented/Nursing Home ISWR patients (Guideline) or those with moderate to severe mental retardation (Option).

⁹Timed melatonin may be effective in those with moderate to severe mental retardation, but is not recommended at present for elderly-demented/Nursing Home patients (Option).

Caff = caffeine; Sighted=sighted persons; Unsighted=unsighted persons; - = no recommendation formulated due to lack of evidence.
3.2.1.1 Both the Morningness-Eveningness Questionnaire (MEQ) and measurement of circadian phase markers (e.g., core body temperature nadir or timing of melatonin secretion) are at present of unproved usefulness in evaluation of patients with suspected SWD. [6.3.2; 6.3.5] (Option)

One level 3 study showed that the Morningness-Eveningness Questionnaire (MEQ) score did not reliably predict an individual’s adaptability to perform shift work. Another level 3 study demonstrated that morning-type individuals may be significantly sleepier than evening-type persons during simulated night shift work. One level 2 and two level 3 studies have utilized timing of melatonin rhythm (urinary aMT6s, DLMO) to evaluate phase shift among night shift workers; results from these studies have varied ranging from an absence of phase shifts to complete adaptation. Using mathematical de-masking algorithms, core body temperature minimum (CBTmin) has been used in several simulated shift work studies to evaluate phase shifting; its application in the field appears limited. While these measures have, for the most part, been used in simulated shift work studies, there are no trials evaluating the diagnostic accuracy of these tests in clinical practice.

3.2.1.2 Planned napping before or during the night shift is indicated to improve alertness and performance among night shift workers. [6.4.1] (Standard)

One level 1, two level 2, and one level 4 studies utilizing both shift work laboratory simulation and field investigations have shown that napping, including early pre-shift sleep periods, increased alertness and vigilance, improved reaction times, and decreased accidents during night shift work, without affecting post-shift daytime sleep.

3.2.1.3 Timed light exposure in the work environment and light restriction in the morning, when feasible, is indicated to decrease sleepiness and improve alertness during night shift work. [6.4.2.1] (Guideline)

One level 2, five level 3, and one level 4 studies utilizing different light intensities (2,350 to 12,000 lux) administered in various schedules (20 minutes during breaks; four 20-minute periods throughout the night shift; 30 minute exposures; at least 50% of the shift; during the first half of the shift; or as long as possible during the shift; and with or without restriction of daytime light exposure using goggles) have demonstrated subjective improvements in work time performance tasks, alertness, and mood compared to ordinary light exposure. Some studies, but not others, have also shown shifts in certain phase markers of circadian rhythms (e.g., salivary melatonin, CBTmin), and improvements in daytime sleep.

3.2.1.4 Administration of melatonin prior to daytime sleep is indicated to promote daytime sleep among night shift workers. [6.4.2.2] (Guideline)

Results from two level 1 shift work simulation studies, as well as one level 1, three level 2, and one level 3 field studies among night workers were analyzed. Compared to placebo, melatonin administration prior to daytime sleep after night work shift improved daytime sleep quality and duration, caused a shift in circadian phase in some but not all subjects, but failed to enhance alertness at night. Melatonin doses in these studies ranged from 0.5 to 10 mg. From these data, effectiveness did not appear to correlate with dosage strength or form. However, both level 1 simulation studies showed a positive effect on sleep quality and used dosages ranging from 1.8 to 3 mg.

3.2.1.5 Hypnotic medications may be used to promote daytime sleep among night shift workers. Carryover of sedation to the nighttime shift with potential adverse consequences for nighttime performance and safety must be considered. [6.4.2.3] (Guideline)

This recommendation is based on both night shift simulation experiments (two level 1 studies using triazolam and one level 2 study of temazepam) and night shift field investigations (one level 1 study of temazepam and one level 2 study of zopiclone, and one level 3 study of triazolam). These studies have generally demonstrated improvements in the duration and quality of daytime sleep compared to controls but without consistent effects on objective measures of nighttime alertness. Although the evidence for a positive effect on daytime sleep is strong (favoring a “Standard” strength recommendation), the balance of risk and benefit for shift workers is less clear. The clinician should consider that such medications might worsen other coexisting sleep conditions such as sleep related breathing disorders, and take care to individualize therapy and monitor for adverse effects by close follow-up.

3.2.1.6 Modafinil is indicated to enhance alertness during the night shift for SWD. [6.4.2.4] (Guideline)

Caffeine is indicated to enhance alertness during the night shift for SWD. [6.4.2.5] (Option)

Studies (field or simulated shift work) using psychostimulants, such as modafinil (two level 1) and methamphetamine (one level 2) for SWD have demonstrated efficacy in countering sleepiness and improving psychomotor performance during the night shift compared to placebo. Modafinil and caffeine in medical doses have established safety records, so in most cases when enhanced alertness is necessary, the benefits outweigh the risks for this application. However, the practitioner needs to take care when using alerting or stimulant agents that they do not impair daytime sleep periods. Furthermore, although methamphetamine has also been shown to have efficacy in improving sleepiness, the evidence is less strong, and chronic use of methamphetamine can be associated with significant abuse liability. Finally, stimulants have not been shown to be a safe substitute for adequate sleep.

3.2.2 Jet Lag Disorder

Jet lag disorder (JLD) is a temporary circadian rhythm disorder related to travel across time zones in which there is a misalignment between the timing of the sleep and wake cycles generated by the endogenous circadian clock and that required in the new time zone. Associated symptoms occur within one to two days after travel, and include a complaint of insomnia or excessive...
daytime sleepiness and may also include general malaise, somatic symptoms, or other impairments of daytime function.

### 3.2.2.1 There is insufficient evidence to recommend the routine use of actigraphy, polysomnography, or measurement of circadian phase markers in the evaluation of jet lag disorder. [7.3.1](Option)

The diagnosis of JLD is made based on subjective complaints in the context of travel across multiple time zones. As described in the accompanying review paper, only one questionnaire (Columbian Jet Lag Scale) designed to assess the presence and severity of JLD has been validated (level 1). This questionnaire is not yet used routinely in clinical settings. Actigraphy has been used in several studies of JLD, but only one study attempted to validate actigraphy as a measure of JLD-related changes in the rest-activity cycle (level 1). Polysomnography has been primarily used in the laboratory setting in studies of simulated JLD, and is generally not felt to be practical in the clinical evaluation of JLD. Circadian phase markers (including skin and core body temperature; salivary and urinary melatonin; salivary, urinary and plasma cortisol; and plasma growth hormone and thyroid stimulating hormone levels) have been used in studies of JLD, generally as measures of phase response to treatments. However, the role of circadian markers in clinical practice is unclear.

### 3.2.2.2 When time at destination is expected to be brief (i.e., two days or less), keeping home-based sleep hours, rather than adopting destination sleep hours, may reduce sleepiness and jet lag symptoms. [7.4.1](Option)

One level 2 study compared keeping home-base sleep hours versus adopting destination sleep hours during a two-day layover after a 9-hour westward flight, and found that the group that kept home-base sleep hours experienced less sleepiness and jet lag symptoms. However, in that study, keeping home-base sleep hours was associated with a longer awake period from last layover sleep to first recovery sleep following the return flight, and one third of subjects expressed a preference for adopting destination sleep hours.

### 3.2.2.3 The combination of morning exposure to bright light and shifting the sleep schedule one hour earlier each day for three days prior to eastward travel may lessen symptoms of jet lag. [7.4.2](Option)

In one level 2 simulation study, subjects were phase shifted in the laboratory in anticipation of eastward travel by the combination of adjusting their sleep schedule one hour earlier per day for three days, plus 3.5 hours of bright light (>3000 lux) exposure (continuously or intermittently), resulting in DLMO phase advance with both bright light conditions and fewer JLD symptoms in the continuous bright light group. Another level 2 field study of light treatment (3000 lux) for 3 hours (compared to dim red light) at 19:00 destination time for two evenings following a westward flight (Zurich to New York) found a greater phase delay in DLMO with bright light, but no significant differences in sleep or other performance measures, including a scale of JLD symptoms. Although these measures appear to have a positive effect on JLD symptoms, studies on patient populations using intention to treat analysis are lacking. Such analyses are particularly salient because the regimen requires significant diligence on the part of the patient.

### 3.2.2.4 Melatonin administered at the appropriate time is indicated to reduce symptoms of jet lag and improve sleep following travel across multiple time zones. [7.4.2.2](Standard)

The accompanying review identified 12 double-blind, placebo-controlled field trials of melatonin. The dose of melatonin ranged from 0.5 to 10 mg, administered at bedtime, for up to 3 days prior to departure and up to 5 days upon arrival at the destination. Two level 1 studies and four level 2 studies demonstrated improvement in JLD symptoms with melatonin administration. Conversely, one level 1 study did not demonstrate improvement in JLD symptoms with melatonin, and another level 2 study found melatonin was more effective than placebo during the first 3 days post-travel, but after 3 additional days melatonin lost its advantage. Four level 1 studies and one level 2 study found that melatonin administered following travel improves the duration and quality of sleep, based on both subjective and objective measures of sleep. In addition, one level 2 study found that melatonin accelerated entrainment of cortisol rhythms to the new time zone, and another level 2 study found that melatonin accelerated circadian entrainment based on oral temperature rhythms.

Although the majority of studies involved use of melatonin for eastward travel, two level 2 studies found improvements in JLD scores and sleep in participants after westward travel crossing 12 or more time zones. The most effective dose of melatonin for JLD is unclear. One level 1 study found 5 mg immediate-release melatonin to be more effective at relieving symptoms of JLD compared to a 2 mg slow-release formulation, but it was only marginally more effective than a 0.5 mg immediate-release formulation. These results suggest that immediate-release formulations in doses of 0.5 to 5 mg may be effective at relieving JLD symptoms. Melatonin preparations are not regulated by the Food and Drug Administration. However, the medical literature has not produced evidence of significant risk derived from its use. Thus, the benefits are well supported, and the risks seem low.

### 3.2.2.5 Short-term use of a benzodiazepine receptor agonist hypnotic is indicated for the treatment of jet lag-induced insomnia, but potential adverse effects must be considered, and effects on daytime symptoms of jet lag disorder have not been adequately addressed. [7.4.2.3](Option)

Three level 1 studies and six level 2 studies tested the use of hypnotic agents for JLD-induced insomnia. Four studies involved use of traditional benzodiazepine hypnotics. One level 2 study found that temazepam 10 mg had little effect on JLD symptoms, sleep quality, or circadian entrainment following westward travel. However in another level 2 study, temazepam 20 mg improved subjective sleep quality following eastward travel, but sleep and circadian measures did not improve. One level 2 study involving use of midazolam found improvements in subjective sleep following eastward travel. Finally, one level 2 simulation study designed to mimic westward travel found that triazolam was not different from placebo in sleep efficiency or total sleep time (measured by PSG).
Five studies used one of the newer non-benzodiazepine hypnotics. One large level 1 study found that zolpidem 10 mg administered at bedtime for 3–4 nights following eastward travel across 5–9 time zones improved self-reported total sleep time and sleep quality, and reduced awakenings from sleep; however daytime symptoms of JLD were not addressed. Another level 2 study found that zopiclone 7.5 mg given at bedtime improved sleep duration (measured by actigraphy) for the four post-flight days following a 5-hour westward flight. Daytime activity was also greater, but subjective JLD scores were not improved (compared to placebo).

Two studies compared a non-benzodiazepine hypnotic with melatonin or placebo following eastward travel. One large level 1 study found that zolpidem 10 mg administered during a night flight and for 4 days after arrival following eastward travel across 6–9 time zones was significantly better than melatonin 5 mg (or placebo) in counteracting JLD symptoms, and better at achieving self-reported sleep duration and self-reported sleep quality (but not verified by actigraphy). In this study, a group receiving zolpidem plus melatonin did not report better sleep or better JLD scores than the zolpidem alone group. Another level 1 study found that zopiclone 15 mg (compared to melatonin 2 mg or placebo) administered for one night only after arrival found that zopiclone and melatonin were equally effective at improving both subjective and objective (actigraphy) sleep duration and quality. Other symptoms of JLD were not assessed.

One small level 2 study of simulated eastward 8 hour time shift compared zolpidem 10 mg (versus placebo) given at the new bedtime on the first two nights following the shift with the effects of continuous bright light exposure (versus dim light) upon awakening on the day of the advance and the following day. Total sleep times (by polysomnography) did not differ between treatments, though sleep efficiency improved with zolpidem (on the night of the shift only) or with bright light (on the night after shift only). No other symptoms of JLD were reported.

Thus, these agents are in general effective for treatment of the insomnia of JLD, but of unproved benefit for the daytime symptoms. In addition, some caution is warranted in the use of hypnotics for JLD, since adverse effects have been reported, including global amnesia, and at least one study reporting a much higher rate of adverse events with a hypnotic (zolpidem) compared to other treatment groups.

### 3.2.3 Advanced Sleep Phase Disorder

Advanced sleep phase disorder (ASPD) is defined as a sleep pattern scheduled several hours earlier than is usual or desired. There is no standard for how much earlier a sleep schedule needs to be in order to qualify as pathological. Diagnosis depends on the amount of distress the patient expresses about being unable to conform to a more conventional sleep schedule after ruling out other causes of sleep maintenance insomnia.

#### 3.2.3.1 There is insufficient evidence to recommend the use of the Morningness-Eveningness Questionnaire (MEQ) for the routine diagnosis of ASPD. [11.3.2] (Option)

This parameter is based upon committee consensus. There were two level 2 studies that found ASPD patients scored high on the MEQ indicating morning-lark traits. A third study (level 3) also found high MEQ scores in subjects presumed to have ASPD. However, there were no studies that evaluated the sensitivity or specificity of this questionnaire as a diagnostic tool in sleep clinic or general populations. The MEQ can serve a confirmatory role for ASPD diagnosis but may not by itself serve as a basis for this diagnosis.

#### 3.2.3.2 Polysomnography is not routinely indicated for the diagnosis of ASPD. [11.3.3] (Standard)

This is a reiteration of the prior practice parameter provided regarding indications for PSG. Regarding ASPD, no studies retrieved for review utilized PSG to make this diagnosis. One level 2 study found the expected advance in the time of sleep onset in ASPD subjects; on the other hand, another level 2 study found fairly standard bedtimes in ICSD-ASPD diagnosed subjects.

#### 3.2.3.3 There is insufficient evidence to recommend the use of circadian markers for the routine diagnosis of ASPD. [11.3.4] (Option)

There were two level 2 studies using DLMO as a circadian marker and one level 3 study using urinary 6-sulfatoxy melatonin (MT6) acrophase which found advanced melatonin secretion in presumed ASPD subjects. Three level 2 studies and one level 4 study found early core body temperature minima in patients with ASPD, sleep maintenance or terminal insomnia. The review indicated that the available data are limited by heterogeneity of subjects. Additionally, none of the studies evaluated the use of circadian markers as diagnostic aids (no measures of the sensitivity or specificity of the tests). Thus, although the results of such measures are generally consistent with advanced circadian timing, measuring circadian markers can not yet be recommended as diagnostic aids.

#### 3.2.3.4 Prescribed sleep/wake scheduling, timed light exposure, or timed melatonin administration are indicated as treatments for patients with ASPD. [11.4] (Option)

This recommendation is based on available evidence and committee consensus. One level 4 study achieved sleep advance with sleep scheduling. There have been six studies using scheduled bright light as a treatment. One level 3 study found...
evening light exposure no more effective than placebo in shifting circadian phase. A level 2 study succeeded in reducing time in bed after awakening in the morning. Another level 2 study that used ICSD criteria to determine ASPD presence succeeded in improving sleep variables but another level 2 replication of this study did not. One level 4 and one level 2 study achieved post-treatment DLMO phase delays and improved sleep quality in patients with complaints of terminal insomnia. Although there is a rationale for using melatonin for ASPD, there is no reported evidence in support of this treatment. Overall, the evidence for efficacy of these interventions is weak or conflicting, but the risks and costs entailed are low. As there are few alternatives, an individualized approach using one or more of these treatments with follow up to ascertain efficacy or side effects may be appropriate.

3.2.4 Delayed Sleep Phase Disorder

Delayed sleep phase disorder (DSPD) is characterized by a stable delay of the habitual nocturnal sleep period. Individuals with DSPD are often unable to fall asleep until the early morning hours and unable to awaken until late morning or early afternoon. During their preferred sleep schedules, sleep duration and quality are generally normal. However, sleep-onset insomnia and morning sleepiness occur if sleep and waking are attempted at an earlier time.

3.2.4.1 Polysomnography is not indicated in the routine assessment of DSPD. [12.3.5] (Standard)

This is a reiteration of the indications for PSG practice parameters. In the present review, one study using PSG in patients with DSPD that compared conventional and habitual sleep schedules demonstrated differences in sleep duration and sleep architecture. Nevertheless, PSG rarely provides additional information from that obtained from sleep history and sleep logs, and no new studies addressed the use of PSG as a diagnostic aid in DSPD.

3.2.4.2 Morning light exposure is indicated in the treatment of DSPD. Optimal timing, duration, and dosing of morning light treatment for DSPD remain to be determined. [12.4.2] (Guideline)

One level 4 and one level 2 study demonstrated that properly timed morning light exposure causes a phase advance of sleep onset time and circadian rhythms (CBTMin), and increases objectively determined daytime alertness. In the reviewed studies, 2500 lux for 2-3 hours prior to or at rise time was used. The effects of lower doses, blue light wavelengths, or other timings are not yet known. The treatments were generally well tolerated and of some beneficial effect, but more potent and less difficult to follow treatments are needed.

3.2.4.3 Chronotherapy (i.e., prescribed progressive delay in the schedule of sleep time until the desired sleep schedule is reached) may be useful for DSPD. [12.4.1] (Option)

This recommendation for chronotherapy is based only on two level 4 case report studies and committee consensus; there are no controlled trials supporting its efficacy or safety. Longer lasting and more practical alternatives are needed given that compliance with the treatment is difficult and lasting benefit has not been demonstrated.

3.2.4.4 Properly timed melatonin administration is indicated as a therapy for DSPD. [12.4.3] (Guideline)

This recommendation is supported by one level 1, two level 2 and one level 4 studies. Afternoon or evening administration of melatonin shifts circadian rhythms (indicated by dim light melatonin onset [DLMO] and core body temperature minimum, [CBTmin]) to an earlier time. Compared to placebo, melatonin treatment reduced sleep onset latency, but there was no change in total sleep time or subjective daytime alertness. As with other studies involving melatonin, the optimal timing and dosing of melatonin administration are not established. In the reviewed studies, three used 5 mg while one used two strengths (0.3 mg and 3 mg). Effective times of administration varied between 1.5 and 6 hours prior to the habitual bedtime.

3.2.4.5 Vitamin B12 is not indicated in the treatment for DSPD. [12.4.4] (Guideline)

This recommendation is based on one level 1 multicenter study in which no benefit compared to placebo was noted following administration of vitamin B12 (1 mg) three times a day to 50 subjects for four weeks.

3.2.4.6 There is insufficient evidence supporting the use of hypnotic medications to promote sleep or the use of stimulant medications to promote alertness for DSPD. [12.4.5; 12.4.6] (Option)

This parameter is based on committee consensus. There was only one level 4 report indicating some benefit, but sufficient evidence to support this practice is lacking.

3.2.5 Free-Running Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder

Patients with free-running (FRD) rhythms are thought to reflect a failure of entrainment. This condition is most common in blind individuals (about 50% of whom have FRD) and is highly unusual in sighted individuals. Because of this, as noted in the accompanying review, most studies are level 4 single case reports. Roughly one-fourth of sighted individuals with FRD have related psychiatric diagnoses.

3.2.5.1 Sleep logs are useful for assessment in FRD patients. [13.3.1] (Option)

This recommendation is based on committee consensus and clinical practice rather than data. Sleep logs have been found useful in determining sleep patterns in people with FRD.

3.2.5.2 Circadian phase markers are useful to determine circadian phase and confirm the diagnosis of FRD in sighted and unsighted patients. [13.3.4] (Option)

This parameter is supported by evidence presented in the accompanying review and by committee consensus. There are one level 2 and seven level 4 studies that have used the melatonin rhythm
as an indicator of phase in sighted individuals. In addition, there are four level 2 studies and four level 4 studies that have used the timing of melatonin secretion to determine free running rhythms in blind individuals. There is also one level 4 study that used core body temperature measurements to detect free-running rhythms. Multiple measurements of circadian phase over the course of several weeks are suggested for all circadian markers. The ICSD-2 suggests use of sleep logs or actigraphy for more than seven days in order to establish the daily drift of the endogenous rhythm. Since sleep-wake times are influenced by social schedules and requirements, these data may be less compelling than phase markers, which provide a more direct measure of the intrinsic circadian rhythm. This is particularly the case when the diagnosis is suggested by sleep log data or actigraphy, but these data are conflicting or thought unreliable.

### 3.2.5.3 Prescribed sleep/wake scheduling as a method to improve circadian rhythms may be useful for therapy of FRD in sighted individuals. [13.4.1] (Option)

Improving the structure of the sleep wake cycle in sighted patients with FRD (sometimes with the help of family and friends) is a reasonable treatment approach, but there have been no clinical trials to test the efficacy of specific interventions.

### 3.2.5.4 Circadian phase shifting by timed light exposure may be used to treat FRD in sighted individuals. [13.4.2] (Option)

There are five level 4 reports that morning light exposure was successful in entraining circadian rhythms in sighted individuals.

### 3.2.5.5 Circadian phase shifting by timed melatonin administration may be used to treat FRD in sighted individuals. [13.4.3] (Option)

There are four level 4 reports in which sighted FRD patients treated with melatonin at bedtime achieved successful phase advance. The most common dose used was 3 mg.

### 3.2.5.6 Timed melatonin administration is indicated for the therapy of FRD in blind individuals. [13.5.1] (Guideline)

There are four level 4 case reports and five small level 2 studies which successfully entrained FRD rhythms in blind individuals using a variety of doses, timing and duration of melatonin treatment. A recent level 4 case report suggests that physiological doses (approximately 0.3 mg) may be more effective than pharmacologic doses (typically >2 mg) for this indication.

### 3.2.5.7 There is insufficient evidence to support using vitamin B12 in treating FRD in sighted individuals. [13.4.4] (Option)

The evidence for use of vitamin B12 is conflicting, and there is little physiologic rationale for its effectiveness. There were two case reports (level 4) using vitamin B12 that were successfully entrained.

### 3.2.6 Irregular Sleep-Wake Rhythm

An irregular sleep-wake rhythm (ISWR) is characterized by a relative absence of a circadian pattern to the sleep-wake cycle. Total sleep time is essentially normal, but there are multiple irregular sleep bouts during a 24-hour period. ISWR is commonly associated with neurological impairment, and much of the clinical research in this condition has involved older people with dementia.

#### 3.2.6.1 The use of sleep logs and/or actigraphy are indicated to identify and monitor treatment outcomes in ISWR, including in older people with dementia and those living in nursing homes. [14.3.1; 14.3.3] (Guideline)

This recommendation expands the recently updated AASM practice parameters on the use of actigraphy in the assessment of sleep and sleep disorders. The review paper accompanying this CRSD practice parameters paper also addresses the use of sleep logs. In addition, this recommendation is further supported by inclusion of the use of sleep logs or actigraphy in the ICSD-2 diagnostic criteria for CRSD. However, the review cited studies using actigraphy which included patients with evidence of ISWR (the diagnosis of which had to be inferred based on description of participants) using actigraphy among older people with dementia and/or living in a nursing home were cited in the review. This included two Level 1 and 6 Level 2 studies. Although these studies are well designed, they generally did not compare actigraphy to some other gold standard in diagnosing ISWR. Sleep logs were generally not used in these studies (likely due to patients’ cognitive impairment).

#### 3.2.6.2 Daytime bright light exposure may improve circadian rest-activity rhythms and consolidation of sleep and wake in nursing home residents with dementia and ISWR. [14.4.2.1] (Option)

There were 9 studies that tested the effects of bright light exposure alone among nursing home residents (the majority with dementia) in whom sleep disturbance was presumably consistent with an ISWR, with positive results reported in all but one study. Three level 2 studies, two level 3 studies and two level 4 studies found positive effects on circadian rest-activity rhythms and/or sleep with bright light exposure (provided for two hours in most studies, with a range of 1500–8000 lux across studies). Three of these studies tested morning bright light, one tested evening bright light, two tested both morning and evening bright light, and one tested increased light exposure throughout the day. The negative level 2 study tested morning bright light (2 hours >2500 lux) which did not result in significant changes in sleep or circadian rest-activity rhythms.

#### 3.2.6.3 Melatonin is not indicated for the treatment of ISWR in older people with dementia, but may be indicated for children with ISWR and severe psychomotor retardation. [14.4.2.2] (Option)

Two studies tested melatonin administration for ISWR in patients with dementia. The first was a large level 1 study which tested administration of 8 weeks of melatonin (10 mg or 2.5 mg, respectively) in ISWR.
sustained release formulations) among patients with Alzheimer disease with disturbed sleep patterns that were presumably consistent with an ISWR. The study found no evidence of improvement in sleep (by actigraphy). A second smaller level 1 trial found that slow-release melatonin (6 mg) also had no effect on actigraphically estimated sleep.

Three level 4 studies found some benefit in treating sleep disturbances in severely impaired children with presumed ISWR, including children with severe psychomotor retardation, and neurologically multiply disabled children. However, one level 2 study which involved use of melatonin to improve sleep in girls with Rett syndrome and associated mental retardation was negative.

3.2.6.4 Mixed modality approaches combining bright light exposure, physical activity, and other behavioral elements are indicated in treatment of ISWR among older people with dementia. The effectiveness and potential side-effects of medications to improve sleep in community-dwelling dementia patients (the majority with dementia) tested a short (5-day) mixed modality intervention (increased daytime sunlight exposure, increased physical activity, structured bedtime routine, and decreased nighttime noise and light) decreased daytime sleeping. Another level 1 study in community-dwelling dementia patients tested an 8-week mixed modality intervention (combining light exposure, exercise, sleep scheduling, and sleep hygiene) which decreased nighttime awakenings, decreased total wake time, decreased daytime sleepiness and decreased symptoms of depression. A Level 4 study in children with moderate to severe mental retardation who had failed prior medication/behavioral treatment for sleep disturbance, combined bright light exposure (for 8 months) with a behavioral program, and found that 5 out of 14 patients responded to treatment with improvement in nocturnal and 24-hour sleep.

4.0 SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Basic science developments have outpaced research in the development of clinical interventions for the treatment of CRSDs. A foundation for understanding the pathophysiology of CRSD has been built by the discipline of circadian rhythm science that now extends from molecular biology to behavior. However, sound clinical practice must be based on both a scientific understanding of pathophysiology as well as empirical evidence derived from clinical application, ideally from well-designed clinical trials. It is in the area of clinical application that future advances are sorely needed. In what follows we outline areas for future development for each aspect of the CRSDs.

4.1 Molecular Genetics of CRSD

Further research in this basic science area is likely to bring important insights into the mechanisms of CRSDs but the research is in its early stage and does not yet have clinical application.

4.2 Jet Lag

Additional studies are needed to support the finding that staying on one’s home-based sleep schedule is helpful when time spent at destination is brief and to support the impact on jet lag symptoms of alteration of the timing of sleep prior to eastward travel. More research with larger samples is needed to determine the clinical feasibility of a program of appropriately timed light exposure scheduled prior to travel or on arrival at the traveler’s destination. Because the effects of hypnotics on daytime symptoms of jet lag have not been well studied and are unknown, more research is needed. Further, research is needed to weigh the benefit of using hypnotics against the risk of side effects. Lastly, more research is needed to study the efficacy of caffeine to counteract jet lag induced sleepiness. These studies should weigh the stimulant benefits of caffeine on daytime sleepiness against their tendency to disrupt nighttime sleep.

4.3 Shift Work Disorder

Formal diagnoses have seldom been performed on subjects in SWD research. It is important that subjects be diagnosed according to formal SWD criteria to test the reliability and validity of ICSD-2 Diagnostic Criteria as well to test the reproducibility of treatment results. Diagnostic evaluation is also necessary to determine the parameters of normal or pathological responses to the stress of the unnatural sleep schedules associated with shift work. More studies are required to support the use of planned napping before or on the job to counteract sleepiness during shift work; current research evidence is limited but consistent in demonstrating an increase in alertness on the job. Although phase shifting and circadian realignment has been achieved with timed light exposure in simulated shift work situations, to determine the clinical utility of the treatment there is need for studies with larger sample of subjects meeting SWD criteria that also use a credible placebo control. Further there is need for comparative testing of specific timing, intensity of light exposure, and duration of treatment. There is mixed evidence supporting melatonin administration prior to daytime sleep. It is difficult to draw firm conclusions from current research due to variability in shift schedules, as well as in melatonin dosage and timing among these studies. There are good theoretical reasons why melatonin (or melatonin agonists) might benefit daytime sleep in night workers, but more research is needed in which comparisons are made between similar dosage and timing. Attempts should be made to tease out whether observed improvement in daytime sleep is related to a hypnotic effect rather than a phase shifting effect. Although night shift simulation studies have demonstrated that hypnotics increase daytime sleep, there are doubts that the treatment improves nighttime alertness. To assess the efficacy and safety of hypnotics for improving nighttime performance, studies are needed that employ objective as well as subjective outcome measures of sleep and alertness. Given the varying pharmacokinetics of individual drugs, studies of specific medications should be compared. Finally, although modafinil has received FDA approval for use in improving nighttime alertness in shift workers, caffeine, a stimulant not considered a drug, is an inexpensive easily available alternative stimulant. Further research is required to demonstrate its effectiveness and potential side-effects.
4.4 Advanced Sleep Phase Disorder

Because there is no strict definition of how advanced the sleep schedule needs to be in order to qualify as pathologic, current diagnosis depends on the degree of difficulty a patient experiences with conforming to a desired sleep schedule. It would be helpful if future research characterized the complaints associated with this diagnosis in terms of actual sleep times, sleep schedules and other subject characteristics (such as employment status). Further research is required regarding the efficacy and practicality of phase-advance chronotherapy for patients with ASPD. Treatment of ASPD (or presumed ASPD) at this time consists exclusively of evening light therapy achieving overall conflicting results except for subjective improvement. In future research, subjects should be screened to meet standard ICSD-2 criteria and consistent use of established circadian phase markers. Comparisons should be made between standard intensity and durations of treatments. Systematic measures of treatment compliance should be assessed. The safety and treatment benefits of blue light, such as reduction in the amount of exposure time required to achieve treatment effects, should be explored. The utility of melatonin administration in the treatment of putative ASPD should be studied in large randomized, controlled, clinical trials.

4.5 Delayed Sleep Phase Disorder

The etiology of DSPD is unknown, and it is unclear whether this is a manifestation of intrinsic pathology or a socially reinforced sleep-wake schedule that can be readily modified if circumstances require it. Future research should attempt to sort out the contributions of these factors to research participants’ delayed sleep schedules. Even though a prescribed sleep schedule (chronotherapy) is a reasonable treatment for DSPD, there are no controlled clinical trials documenting its efficacy and safety. Thus future research should be conducted to determine these issues. Although the evidence is limited, light exposure treatment, timed to advance rhythms (based on the light PRC) appears to be a reasonable and effective intervention for DSPD. In the clinical context, compliance may be a significant problem. Although there is strong evidence that melatonin, timed to promote a corrective phase advance, is an effective treatment for DSPD, further study is required to determine the optimal parameters for scheduling and dosing. Finally, future research on promoting sleep with hypnotic medication and promoting alertness with stimulant medications should be considered.

4.6 Free-Running Disorder

Although appropriately timed bright light exposure and melatonin administration have been shown to be effective, there are few treatment studies of free-running disorder CRSD among sighted individuals because of the rarity of the condition. Appropriately timed melatonin in doses from 0.5 mg to 10 mg have been shown to entrain totally blind people who have FRD. The effective dose may be even less than 0.5 mg (the dose that approximates a physiological plasma concentration). Treatment must be sustained or relapse will occur. Entrainment may not occur for weeks or months after initiating treatment, depending on the phase of the patient’s rhythm when treatment is started and the period of the patient’s free-running rhythm. There are limited data on the use of hypnotic medications to promote sleep and on stimulant medications to enhance alertness.

4.7 Irregular Sleep-Wake Rhythm Disorder

It is important that future studies of ISWR patients (such as elderly dementia patients) characterize them according to formal sleep diagnostic criteria. This will enable the development of a body of knowledge describing the effectiveness of clinical treatments for patients with specific clinical characteristics. While there have been no studies examining prescribed sleep/wake scheduling per se, some of the mixed modality treatments included structuring the sleep/wake schedule as part of their treatment protocols. Although abnormalities in both circadian phase and amplitude may underlie the other CRSDs, diminished circadian amplitude is often hypothesized to be especially important in ISWR. Consequently, numerous studies have attempted to treat inferred ISWR by structuring and reinforcing relevant circadian time cues (zeitgebers) in order to increase the amplitude of the circadian cycle. These interventions have included daytime light exposure, melatonin supplementation, and mixed modality treatments, typically combining daytime light exposure with behavioral interventions, such as sleep/wake scheduling and increasing daytime activity. Bright light exposure during the day has had modest effects on the consolidation of sleep and wake in nursing home patients with Alzheimer disease (AD) and associated ISWR. More data are needed to support the effectiveness of this treatment, as well as information regarding the most efficacious timing of light exposure. Current data do not support the use of melatonin for treating ISWR, at least in association with AD. However, the efficacy of smaller doses of melatonin and emerging melatonin receptor agonists has yet to be determined. More research is needed in the area of mixed modality approaches to determine if such treatment approaches might be more efficacious than the use of light alone. There is great need for rigorous, well-controlled clinical trials of hypnotic treatments for sleep disturbance in demented patients to fill a serious and continuing gap in our knowledge. There is also a great need to conduct carefully controlled clinical trials of the efficacy of stimulant medications, such as modafinil in AD patients.

A foundation for understanding the pathophysiology of DSPD, ASPD, FRD, ISWR, JLD, and SWD has been built on the principles of circadian rhythm science, and these principles have pointed the way to rational clinical interventions. Future emphasis should be placed on clinical trials utilizing formal (criteria based) diagnostic categories that can translate circadian scientific principles into practice with “real” patients.
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